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5 camera setting tips for shooting great portraits - advantages of using slr s in fully manual as well as tips and examples
on how to if you think the shot doesnt look quite right try turning your camera on its side and you will be surprised at how
much of the difference it can make to your nikon d3100 guide setting your camera tutorial, 4 tips for shooting drop dead
gorgeous waterfalls - 9 recommended accessories for your new sony a7r iii or a7 iii camera 5 camera bags that every
travel photographer needs at some point review of the westcott eyelighter for headshots and portraits some of the pros of
using micro four thirds cameras for wildlife photography, setting up your digital camera for hdr shooting - today we begin
a 3 part series a beginners guide to hdr photography by looking at how to set your digital camera up for shooting hdr images
part 2 hdr from the field to the computer part 3 hdr post processing introduction you ve probably heard of high dynamic
range hdr photography it s made, the unforgettable photograph 228 ideas tips and secrets - the unforgettable
photograph 228 ideas tips and secrets for taking the best pictures of your life george lange scott mowbray on amazon com
free shipping on qualifying offers div p i i renowned photographer george lange s work is guided by one simple truth an
unforgettable photograph is not about what the subject i looks like i, take your best shot popular photography essential
tips - take your best shot popular photography essential tips tricks for shooting amazing photos miriam leuchter on amazon
com free shipping on qualifying offers, 8 ways to shoot video like a pro lifehacker - no really i m sure you re a nice
person and all but there s more to videography than just taking the camcorder out of the box and pressing record, taking
perfect pictures of plants digital photo secrets - if your last photo shoot was at a zoo or a kid s birthday party you might
be tired of moving subjects don t worry every photographer eventually wearies of shooting subjects who turn their butts
towards you at the last second zoos or who have cake all over their faces birthday parties, underwater photography tips
underwater photography guide - seventy five underwater photography tips for beginner and advanced photographers
including compacts dslrs mirrorless canon s95 s100 g10 g11 g12 nikon d300 d300s d700 d90 canon t3i canon 7d olympus
pen and sea sea cameras, tips for shooting flowers outdoors olympus corporation - when taking pictures of flower
fields in full bloom sometimes you cannot get the camera to focus exactly on the point you want most olympus cameras
have several auto focus af modes, 5 tips for taking better fireworks photos with iphone - heading out to watch a
fireworks show it is the 4th of july you know and plan to use your iphone as your primary camera be sure to use these five
tricks for taking the best possible fireworks pictures with your iphone it s not quite a dslr but with some proper technique you
can still capture great firework images with the iphone, how to take great pictures with the sony a6300 or a6000 - two
years after introducing the excellent alpha 6000 or a6000 sony announced a more powerful successor the a6300 sony will
continue to sell the a6000 this mirrorless camera further closes the gap with dslrs for performance featuring near
instantaneous autofocus a machine gun shutter speed
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